In this article we obtain, under certain conditions, a characterization of the bidual of the space C(X, E) of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space X to a Banach space E. It is shown that if X is dispersed and E is arbitrary, or if X is arbitrary and E* has the Radon-Nikodym property, then C( X, E)** can be represented as a space of continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space Z to £** when the latter space is given its weak* topology.
injection of M(X, K) ® F into M(X, F) determined by ju <8> <b -> ¡x(■ )tj> for jtt G M(X, K) and </> G F. In our notation we identify M(X, K)® F with its image under this injection, thus treating M( X, K ) ® F as a subspace of A/XX, F). In §3 we prove that under the condition M(X, K)®E* is dense in M(X, E*), then C(X, E)** is of the form C(Z,(E**,a*)) (Theorem 2). In §2 we obtain conditions on a compact space X and any Banach space F which insure that [M(X, K) ® F]~= M(X, F). It is shown this equality always holds if X is dispersed, or if F has the Radon-Nikodym property. Given a measure space (Y, 2, ju), we will denote the space L'(Y, 2, /x, AT ) by L\n, K). And the space of (equivalence classes of) jt-integrable functions on Y to a Banach space F will be denoted by L\\i, F). Throughout, scalar measures are denoted by ju\, v and vector measures by m. Facts about vector measures used in this paper are found in [3] and [4] . Our notation and terminology concerning lattice theory are consistent with that of [9] . In notation concerning tensor products and their completions we follow Chapter 8 of [3] .
Topological and Banach space considerations.
Lemma. Given measurable spaces (Y, 2) and (Y\ 2'), let M and M' be closed ideals in m(Y, 2, R) and m(Y', 2', R) respectively, and assume that there exists an isometry T mapping M onto M' such that T is order preserving. Then for each Banach space F {real or complex) there exists an isometry TF mapping MF onto M'F, where MF (resp. M'F) denotes the Banach space of all F-valued measures m on 2 (resp. 2'), with finite variation \ m \, such that \m\E M (resp. M'). Moreover, TF has the property that | TFm | = F | m | for each m E MF.
Proof. Let /ibea positive element of M and let A' E 2' be given. We claim first of all that the measure \iA. defined by \iA. = T'\PA,Tfi) is equal to P^jti for some A G 2. For T\i = PAT\i + PY,_A,T\t., and the elements on the right-hand side are disjoint. Since Proof. M(X,R) is an abstract V space. Hence [9, p. 135] , there exists a measure space (Y, 2, ii) such that M(X,R) is isometric and lattice isomorphic to the space L'(ii,R). The measure space (Y, 2, it) is not, in general, a-finite. However (see the proof of Theorem 2 on pp. 135-136 in [9] ), the space is "strictly localizable" by which we mean that Y is the disjoint union of measurable sets Yf, i E I, with fi(Y¡) = 1 for each i, and it is the sum of its restrictions to the sets Y¡-ju (¿?) 3. Characterization of the bidual. We now characterize the bidual of C(X, E) under the assumption that M(X, K) ® E* is dense in M( X, E*), which we have just seen is equivalent to the assumption that X is dispersed or E* has the RadonNikodym property. Then C(X, E)** is isometric to C(Z,(E**,a*)),
where Z is that compact Hausdorff space such that C(X, A")** -C(Z, K).
Proof. By Singer's result C(X, £)* = M(X, E*). And we know by Corollary 2 that M(X,K)®E* is isometric to the closure of M(X, K) ® E* in M(X, E*). Hence M( X, K) ® E* =* M(X, E*) by our hypothesis. Thus
But by [3, p. 230] , this latter space is isometric to t(E*;M(X, A")*) =¡ £(E*;C(Z, K)).
We define a map F from t(E*;C(Z, K)) to the space of functions on Z to E** by (<t>,{T*)(z)) = (ó\ o *)(<#>), for* G E*,z G Z, and * G £(F*;C(Z, A")), where 5. denotes the point evaluation at z G Z. Clearly, for fixed z E Z, (F*)(z) is a linear functional on E* with, for * G E*, | <*,(F*)(z)>| = | (*♦)(*)!< 11**11«, < 11*11 11*11.
That is, (TV)(z) E E** and ||(F*)(z)|| < ||*||. Clearly as a function from Z to £** (F*)(-) is weak* continuous, since for all ¿> G F*, (<f>,(F*)(•)>= (**)(•) G C(Z, A). Hence F is a mapping from t(E*; C(Z, K)) to C(Z,(E**, a*)). Obviously F is linear and we have already seen that IIF^IU = sup ll(F*)(z)|| =£ ||*||, i.e., Iim < 1.
We wish to show that F is an isometry oí t(E*;C(Z, K)) onto C(Z,(E**, a*)). To this end we first show that F is norm-preserving. Suppose we are given e > 0 and * G £(£*; C(Z, K)), * # 0. Choose * G E* with ||*|| = 1 such that 11**11«, » II * II -e. Then choose z G Z such that | (**)(z) | = II ** II ". Then 117"* ||" > ||(F*)(z)|| »| <*,(F*)(z)>| = | (**)(z) |> ||*|| -e.
Thus F is isometric.
Finally, we show that Fis surjective. Let G G C(Z,(E**, a*)) be given. Define * on E* by (**)(z) = <*, G(z)) for * G E* and z G Z. Clearly (**)(•) G C(Z, A") and * is a linear map from E* into C(Z, A"). It is bounded since ||**||00 = sup|<<í»,G(z)>|<l|G||0O||<í»||.
;ez Finally, using first the definition of F, then that of *, we have, for all z G Z and * G E*, <*,(F*)(z)> = (**)(z) = <*,G(z)>. That is, F* = G.
